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WIZARD SCHOOL IDEAS
Made with charisma
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What would your Wizard School have in it? What would it be like?
Let's make a collection of ideas.

Mina
How to keep your wand �t 
Lesson 
Stops after 1rst year 

Charlie
Nice teacher ,world class staff,magical creature lessons swim,

Gregory A
Do you want to be good at wizardry? 
Do you want to have great wizard skills? 
Do you need a wizard school?

Joseph
Magic creativity

Rhea

In my wizard school there will be ghosts there but the wizards won't be scared because
they're friendly and there will be a potion class. There will also be a teleportation hall when
you want to go somewhere quickly but mostly only used in emergencies. There will also be a
library full of lots of  spell books and there will be main groups like in Harry Potter but they
will be called different names and instead of a sorting hat there will be a sorting cauldron.
There will be broomstick practice and there will quidditch.  
And of course elegant teachers who are a big inspiration to the students and you can own a
pet you are allowed to have a cat, snow owl or a rat. Also there'll be a mirror who can tell the
future in each of the main groups bedrooms.

Evie
A class where you learn to teleport to different places. And also there could be a swimming
pool with the deepness of a giraffes hight. A massive book libary with every single book you
can imagine that talk by there selves

Billy.c
Lots of hydras of many types like goat dragon lion and snake snail frog and battle clss

Phoebe
teleportation devices  
 

Harrison
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�ying lessons,  spells and potions, yoga, wand making 

Flo
Great 👍 expectations.  
We challenge the children 
Liabry with �ying books 📚  
Incredible teachers � who are great role models 

Samia
potions

Charlotte
Library

Evie.A
Class ideas 
Spell and potion inventing 
Wand duelling and handiling 

Gaurav
swimming pool  
broom riding teacher  
spell lessens

Joseph
Defence 
Libery for incredible spells

Samia
frogs and bats to cast spells on 
 

Mina
How to take care of magical creatures 
Lesson 
1rst to 8th year

Skye
Library

Charlotte
Wizard pe

Gaurav
telaport lesson

An anti-gravity chamber and time-travel machines with millions of centuries to visit 
 

Charlotte
Broomstick tennis

Samia
library with wizard spells 
 

Riyadh



※※※※※※

Magic wands 
Broom sports 
Special wands 

Charlotte
Wizard cooking (how to use spells correctly in the kitchen)

Jack
Invisibility lessons in a arena  
Make any food you desire  
Taught by wolves, a hawk, a snake and a lion

A speed machine 

Billy
Shape shifting class,

Gregory A
Summoned test items to test for spells to work

Charlotte
How to use the things you inherited class

Samia
cookery lesons using potions spells and animals 
 

Billy.c
A divine meal every day and two teachers teaching wizardry and which craft followed by two
sessions of wizard and witch break-time 
 

Samia
play group for wizards 
 

Charlotte
Wand Waving perfection class

Billy
Allowing us to tell our spells to everyone 

Samia
boarding school 
 


